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Recent quantum technologies utilize complex multidimensional processes that govern the dynamics of
quantum systems. We develop an adaptive diagonal-element-probing compression technique that feasibly
characterizes any unknown quantum processes using much fewer measurements compared to conventional
methods. This technique utilizes compressive projective measurements that are generalizable to an arbitrary
number of subsystems. Both numerical analysis and experimental results with unitary gates demonstrate
low measurement costs, of order Oðd2 Þ for d-dimensional systems, and robustness against statistical noise.
Our work potentially paves the way for a reliable and highly compressive characterization of general
quantum devices.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.210401

Introduction.—Quantum processes are nature’s directives
that guide the evolution of all physical systems in the
quantum realm. Such processes ubiquitously occur in
untamed open-system dynamics under interactions with
the environment as, for example, depolarizing [1], dephasing [2], and photon-loss [3] channels. They also exist as
universal gates to carry out quantum computation. Notably,
quantum processors [4–6] employ a series of such unitary
processes [7–11] to carry out computations using d-dimensional systems as resources. Thus, reliable characterizations
of quantum processes are crucial prerequisites for enhancing
the quality of quantum technologies. Such a characterization
conventionally requires Oðd4 Þ measurements [12–16] that
are too resource intensive to perform for large d. Ancilla[17–20] and error-correction-based [21–24] quantum
process tomography (QPT) schemes were introduced to
circumvent this problem. These demand sophisticated state
and measurement preparations. For specific property prediction tasks, direct schemes may be sufficient [25–30].
When the unknown process has a certain maximum
possible rank, the concept of compressed sensing [31–37]
has so far been the status quo for reconstructing the
unknown process with a small set of specialized measurements [38–40]. In practice however, this concept is only
as reliable as the accuracy of the rank knowledge, and
lacks an independent verification method to check the
reconstruction results without fidelity comparison with
target processes [39,40]. Existing remedies for tackling
these issues in compressed sensing are generally ad hoc and
incomplete [41].
0031-9007=20=124(21)=210401(7)

In what follows, we shall present and experimentally
demonstrate an adaptive compressive quantum process
tomography scheme (ACQPT) that uniquely characterizes
any process through direct diagonal-element-probing measurements in optimally chosen bases that are much fewer
than Oðd4 Þ, ergo highly compressive. Our scheme does not
rely on any sort of prior assumption about the process,
with the exception that one knows the dimension d of the
underlying quantum system. Instead, it is designed to
extract information that is already inherently encoded in
the measured data to reveal all process-matrix elements and
check if they are uniquely consistent with the data using an
efficient semidefinite program [42,43]. If not, the scheme
adaptively chooses the next optimal measurement to
perform, and repeats itself until the process is uniquely
characterized.
We shall elaborate the theoretical formalism of ACQPT,
and demonstrate that it is both highly compressive and
achievable in practice using a proof-of-principle quantum
optics experiment for two-qubit processes. Numerical
simulations of a range of dimensions supply compelling
evidence of an Oðd2 Þ ≪ Oðd4 Þ measurement cost for
characterizing qudit unitary processes, while experimental
data confirm the robustness of ACQPT in the presence of
statistical noise.
Compressive characterization of physical processes.—
Every quantum process that governs natural phenomena
can be completely described by a positive semidefinite
matrix χ, which is defined by Oðd4 Þ parameters [12]. This
matrix represents a state-to-state transformation rule for the
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FIG. 1. An iterative schematic of adaptive compressive quantum process tomography (ACQPT) to find out the χ matrix that represents
a quantum process M. This schematic is feasible in practice and generalizes to systems of any dimension, making ACQPT universal.
ðkÞ
ðkÞ
At a particular step k, the input state and projection basis are set by the control unitaries V i and V o that defines the χ rotation of V †k χV k
ðkÞ
ðkÞ
with V k ¼ V i ⊗ V o . The detection probability that corresponds to the first diagonal element is accumulated in the dataset D.
Because the diagonal element probing of U †k χU k in general demands resource-intensive measurements, U †k χU k is replaced by the closely
approximated V †k χV k whose diagonal element can be measured with the simple experimental setup. Completely positive and traceas data
preserving process (CPTP) matrices χ that satisfy the dataset D form a convex set Ck , which shrinks
ﬃ accumulate. In informational
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
completeness certification (ICC), we track this shrinkage with a linear function fð χÞ ¼ Tr½χZ= Tr½Z , where Z is a full-rank positive
operator. Accordingly, the size monotone sCVX is defined as the difference between its unique maximum fmax and minimum f min over
ðkÞ
Ck . If Ck contains only a single estimator (sCVX ¼ 0), then this unique estimator χ est is used to represent the quantum process and
ðkÞ
terminate ACQPT. If not, ACQPT picks an optimal estimator χ est having the minimum entropy from the convex set Ck to pick the next
ðkþ1Þ
ðkþ1Þ
Vi
and V o .

process that accounts for all physical characteristics of the
quantum system. We shall unambiguously determine χ
using the minimal number of measurements necessary with
no other presumed information apart from knowing the
dimension d of the system (dimfχg ¼ d2 ). Without loss of
generality, we shall investigate trace-preserving processes,
examples of which include all unitary processes used in
quantum computation. All subsequent discussions directly
apply also to non-trace-preserving processes if so desired.
Characterizing a physical process is equivalent to
unambiguously finding out the elements of χ. The aim
is to do this with as little measurement resources as possible
without the need for any other a priori information about
χ. We first emphasize a pivotal observation about rankdeficient χ matrices: When the unknown process is unitary,
its χ matrix is rank 1 and possesses only one positive
eigenvalue. Then, we just need to diagonalize χ via its
diagonalizing unitary matrix Udiag and measure that single
eigenvalue to fully characterize χ (The trace-preserving
condition would have fixed this eigenvalue anyway so no
measurement is even needed in this case). This straightforward argument can be extended to a rank-r process. In this
case, we simply measure all r − 1 positive diagonal
values of U†diag χUdiag . In other words, diagonal-element
measurements, in view of the prior knowledge about Udiag ,
supply the most information compared to other kinds of
measurements.

Evidently, as one has no knowledge about χ, U diag is also
unknown. Nonetheless, we can design ACQPT to adaptively choose a sequence of unitary rotations U ¼
fU 1 ; U2 ; …; Uk ; …g on χ that converges to U diag . Put
simply, the iterative scheme executes two basic stages per
step. In stage (i), the scheme deterministically certifies if
the accumulated dataset D from the experiment corresponds
to a unique estimator χ est for the unknown χ matrix—the
informationally complete (IC) situation. The contrary would
imply that there is a convex set of processes C consistent with
the non-IC D [44,45]. We call this the informational
completeness certification (ICC) stage, and its successful
implementation stems from the convexity property of C that
allows us to assign a mathematically justified number sCVX
(size monotone) to indicate whether D is IC (sCVX ¼ 0)
or not.
For a realistic numerical approach, we preset a certain
threshold ε of sCVX . If sCVX > ε, ACQPT finds an optimal
measurement setting to collect more data in stage (ii) based
on D alone. This is the adaptive measurement stage
responsible for generating U. Since our χ of interest is
rank deficient, we can turn ACQPT into a compressive
scheme by employing an effective low-rank guiding
prescription: After ICC, an estimator with the minimum
von Neumann entropy (minENT) is chosen from C [46–49].
The next optimal U for the χ rotation would be the one
that diagonalizes this estimator to be the eigenvalues in
descending order.
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FIG. 2. Numerical simulations of adaptive and random strategies for sCVX and fidelity F with ACQPT for minimal nontrivial
ququart unitary processes. A random rotation sequence is defined
by Haar-random unitary matrices (see Supplemental Material,
Sec. II [50]) and F in the kth iterative step is computed using
ðkÞ
the optimal χ est chosen with minENT. The markers and shaded
regions indicate the average values and standard deviations
respectively over 60 random ququart unitary processes. Here,
the kIC values are recorded at the instant sCVX < 5 × 10−5 , which
are respectively 34.7  3.6 and 47.0  5.9 for the adaptive and
random measurements. All simulations are statistically noiseless,
so that F at kIC for every process is unity to numerical precision.

At the kth iterative step, the κ k th diagonal element of
U†k χU k is measured following the rule κ k ¼ mod ðk;rk−1 Þþ1,
ðk−1Þ
where rk−1 ¼ rankfχ est g. The logic of this “modulo rule”
is to measure the diagonal element of the cyclically shifted
index within the positive-eigenvalue sector of the previously
estimated χ est , such that eventually all positive eigenvalues
of χ are measured (up to statistical noise) at step k ¼ kIC , that
is the final step at which IC measurement data are obtained.
As an example, ACQPT measures the first diagonal element
of χ at k ¼ 1, then the second diagonal element of U †2 χU 2 at
k ¼ 2, and back to the first diagonal element of U †3 χU 3 if
ð2Þ
r2 ¼ rankfχ est g < 3, and so forth.
Figure 1 shows an iterative schematic of ACQPT. The
diagonal element probing of U†k χUk in general demands
resource-intensive measurements, thus we approximate the
probing in an experimentally feasible way using a variable
ðkÞ
ðkÞ
input V i j0…0i and projection onto V o j0.::0i. The first
ðkÞ
ðkÞ
diagonal element of V †k χV k , where V k ¼ V i ⊗ V o , can
ðkÞ
be obtained from the detection probability, and V i and
ðkÞ
V o are chosen to closely approximate the κ k th diagonal of
U†k χUk . We invite the reader to visit the Supplemental
Material, Sec. I [50], for further elaboration.
As ACQPT proceeds, more independent data are collected such that Uk → U diag quickly. In this way, our
scheme can efficiently acquire optimal data and determine

FIG. 3. (a) The polarization state of two photons is transformed
by a two-qubit process M. For ACQPT on the unknown χ matrix
that represents M, the initial state and output projection basis are
adaptively manipulated by controlling half-wave plates (HWPs)
ðkþ1Þ
ðkþ1Þ
and quarter-wave plates (QWPs) according to V i
and V o ,
ðkÞ
which are given from the previously estimated χ est based on the
accumulated dataset (see Supplemental Material, Sec. I [50]). As
the target two-qubit processes, I ⊗ H (Hadamard transform only
on the second qubit) and controlled-NOT (CNOT) gates are
optically constructed. (b) A HWP at 22.5° is placed on the second
qubit, which functions as the Hadamard gate. (c) Only if two
single photons have vertical polarization, the Hong-Ou-Mandel
interference on a partially polarizing beam splitter (PPBS)
imprints a phase shift of π onto two-qubit state, that is,
controlled-phase gate. To make a CNOT gate, HWPs at 22.5°
are applied on the second (target) qubit before and after the
controlled-phase gate [51,52].

whether they are sufficient to uniquely recover χ without
ever requiring spurious preexperimental assumptions about
χ. Notice that the rank deficiency of χ is not assumed here.
A (nearly) full-rank χ unbeknownst to us would automatically result in a much slower convergence of ACQPT.
Numerical results.—Our first numerical showcase of
ACQPT demonstrates the superiority of adaptive χ-rotation
sequences over random ones. For this, both the size
monotone sCVX and fidelity F with the true process are
numerically simulated with multiple randomly chosen
ququart (d ¼ 4) unitary processes (see Fig. 2). The results
clearly show that the adaptive strategy gives a significantly
smaller kIC than the random strategy.
We further give numerical estimates on the scaling
behaviors of kIC for both the adaptive and random strategies
on qudit unitary processes in the Supplemental Material,
Sec. III [50]. We show, for a reasonably large range of d and
multiple simulations with random processes, that these
strategies only need measurement resources of Oðd2 Þ in
contrast with the standard Oðd4 Þ. For a more complete
analysis, we also compared the minENT strategy in
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FIG. 4. The experimental ACQPT results plotted for both the (a) I ⊗ H and (b) CNOT gates. All kIC values are recorded at the instants
when sCVX drops below 5 × 10−5, and 15 experimental runs are performed on each gate. Although both gates should ideally be unitary,
the CNOT gate possesses a χ matrix of higher rank due to the hardware imperfections such as polarization-dependent losses and partial
distinguishability within a photon pair. Accordingly, the CNOT gate requires more measurements than the I ⊗ H gate, and hence a
ðkÞ
larger kIC and a lower IC F . The density-matrix plots of the minENT estimator χ est at various ACQPT step numbers k for each gate paint
ðk Þ
the evolution picture of the compression run that leads to the final unique estimator χ estIC , which is close to the standard QPT
reconstruction using k ¼ 256 measurements.

ACQPT with another available adaptive strategy, the
minimum-L1 norm strategy.
Experimental results.—The experimental platform we
use for demonstrating ACQPT utilizes a source of two
photons. The quantum processes of interest are implemented for the polarization modes. A 140-fs ultrafast laser
is impinged on a 1 mm-thick type-II Barium Borate (BBO)
crystal to emit two single photons in the beamlike
configuration using spontaneous parametric down
conversion (SPDC). The individual photons delivered to
the experimental setup shown in Fig. 3(a) with single-mode
fibers each possesses the central wavelength of 780 nm. To
maximize the indistinguishability between two photons,
their spectra are truncated by making use of interference
filters having 2 nm full-width at half-maximum bandwidth.
The two-photon state is first initialized to the doubly
horizontally polarized state j00ih00j. At the kth iterative
step of ACQPT, the initial state and projection basis are
manipulated using half- (HWP) and quarter-wave (QWP)
plates according to the previously chosen two-qubit operðkÞ
ðkÞ
ations V i and V o , respectively. For simple implementation, the closest separable initial state and projection basis
are utilized. We anticipate an even better performance from
ACQPT with sophisticated entangling operations.

The ACQPT scheme proceeds as follows: Starting with
ð1Þ
ð1Þ
k ¼ 1, V i and V o are generated randomly because there
is initially no information about the unknown χ. Making
use of the algorithm in the Supplemental Material, Sec. I
[50], a datum D1 is obtained from the probability of
coincidentally detecting a photon at each of the two
photodetectors [see Fig. 3(a)]. This probability is estimated
ð1Þ
from dividing the coincidence counts for the setting of V i
ð1Þ
and V o by the total input photon counts, the latter of which
can be measured by removing the polarizing beam splitter
ð2Þ
(PBS) at once. The datum is then utilized to find V i and
ð2Þ
V o to measure in the next iteration, and the whole
procedure repeats until a unique process matrix is completely characterized at k ¼ kIC .
We investigate both the I ⊗ H (Hadamard transform
only on the second qubit) and controlled-NOT (CNOT)
gates constructed as in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The Hadamard
gate is simply realized using a HWP at 22.5°, whereas the
CNOT gate is implemented by exploiting Hong-OuMandel interference effects on a partially polarizing beam
splitter (PPBS) that partially reflects vertical polarization
with a transmittance of 1=3 and perfectly transmits horizontal polarization [51–53]. Figure 4 shows plots of sCVX
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and F at each step k for the two-qubit processes. ACQPT
essentially gives almost the same results as standard QPT
with much fewer measurement outcomes (38.1  6.2 and
51.9  6.7 for I ⊗ H and CNOT gates) than 256 and no
prior information. The disparity in the required number of
measurements for the two gates stems from their different
degrees of implementation imperfections that result in
nonunitary processes. This clearly shows that ACQPT
works adaptively.
Discussion.—All presented simulation and experimental
results have confirmed, indeed, that our adaptive elementprobing compressive scheme can characterize any quantum
process using drastically less measurement resources than
the standard Oðd4 Þ without imposing ad hoc assumptions.
Additional simulation graphs and procedures illustrated in
the Supplemental Material, Sec. III [50], provide evidence
that for general qudit unitary processes, there exists a
quadratic enhancement to Oðd2 Þ in terms of measurement
resource costs needed to unambiguously characterize any
qudit unitary process in contrast with Oðd4 Þ.
One may additionally incorporate trusted prior information into ACQPT. Most straightforwardly, if one insists in
knowing the rank r of the actual unknown process, then one
may simply replace rk with r in the “modulo rule” when
measuring diagonal elements. Numerically for example, if
we enforce r ¼ 1, ACQPT becomes comparable to the most
efficient Baldwin-Kalev-Deutsch (BKD) scheme [38,54] for
a unitary channel known to date, that requires projective
measurements of 2d2 − d. See the Supplemental Material,
Sec. III [50], for details. The advantage of incorporating the
prior information this way into ACQPT is that even if the
prior information turns out to be inaccurate, the effect is not
detrimental since an additional layer of certification is carried
out to verify if the process estimator is truly unique. This
failsafe is what distinguishes ACQPT in merit from all other
reported undersampled characterization schemes to the
authors’ knowledge.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 2, the size monotone and
fidelity progress very similarly for both the adaptive and
random strategies during the initial measurement phase. We
may then use this observation to arrive at a hybrid compressive scheme where random measurements are first used
at the initial phase before they are switched to adaptive ones.
This would also further reduce the overall computational
load in trying to execute the adaptive stage repeatedly.
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